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Chinese-Foreign Joint Program in Education is a new form of schooling in the 
higher education field of China, it is one of the channels for the universities and 
colleges to run the school internationally. As for the local universities who urgently try 
to upgrade their schooling abilities and levels and to fasten their curricular 
development, setting up Chinese-Foreign joint programs is a short cut. Through the 
ways of introducing the high quality educaional resources from abroad，and of 
integrating the international advanced curriculums with the local ones ， the 
universities’education construction and development can be greatly promoted. 
This paper chiefly contains the following parts: 
The first chapter analyzes the present status of the Chinese-Foreign joint 
programs in the local universities, and elaborates the developing history of the joint 
programs as well as their modes.  
The second chapter discusses the pros and cons of the joint programs, and the 
existing problems. The paper also compares some of the cases focusing on the core 
courses of the joint curriculums, which proves that the Chinese-Foreign joint 
programs have really promoted the curricular reformation of the local universities. 
The third chapter raises some suggestions as to how to make the joint programs 
into full play in the local university curricular reformation and development based on 
the induction of the curriculum design which is the core content of joint programs. 
The major viewpoints and conclusions of this thesis are as follows:  
Firstly, the local universities need to hasten their educational reformation,  
especially the curricular constructin and development so that to occupy a place in the 
higher education market of China where universities compete severely. The 
Chinese-Foreign joint programs proto the process, which should be encouraged and 
supported. 
Secondly, with the help of the foreign educational resources, we can select the  
best core courses to supplement the present curriculums，and can design ideal 













foreign ones. Only by this, the quality of the local subjects and majors can be 
enhanced and the purposes of setting up joint programs can be fulfilled.  
Thirdly, in order to guarantee the success of the joint programs, a team of 
bilingual and expert teachers must be trained. 
Fourthly，new textbooks need to be edited. Without relevant textbooks, the 
reformation of curricular cannot be completely successful. If we can improve the 
textbooks together with the curriculum construction, it will be more significant. 
Lastly, a scientific and rigorous system of quality assurance should be 
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导  论 
 1
导  论 
一、 研究的背景、目的和意义 
































































































育，比如：Transnational Education and Recognition of Qualifications (Lesley 
A. Wilson and Lazar Vlasceanu,2000);再有跨国高等教育的质量保障以及建立
国际学历、学位证书互认框架等方面的研究，如：Quality Assurance Implications 
of New Forms of Higher Education(Robin Middlehurst,2001), Introduction to 
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